
OPEN LETTER TO AUCE MEMBERS 

We, the undersigned, declare our support for AUCE. We favour becoming 
part of the larger labour movement but wish to retain our identity as AUCE -
a union built on membership participation and control. We prefer to expend 
our energy maintaining and improving our contract rather than fighting to 
democratize a larger, bureaucratic union. 

We do not advocate becoming a "company union11
, making ••sweetheart" 

deals with the university administration. We do advocate fighting for sig-
nificant changes in the working conditions and wages of public sector service 
workers. AUCE is in the forefront of the struggle to attain equal pay for 
work of equal value, improved maternity benefits, and recognition of the 
value of white collar labour. Our contract is substantially better than most 
existing contracts, including those of BCGEU, CUPE and OTEU. 

As AUCE, we have a choice: affiliating with the CCU now, as we stand, 
or lobbying for admission to the CLC. However, by itself, membership in 
either organization will not make us a stronger or better union - neither 
will changing our name. We can be more influential in either labour organiz-
ation as AUCE than ai an insignificant part of another union. True labour 
solidarity is achieved by actively supporting other workers. 

We believe that AUCE remains the best union to represent the workers at 
Simon Fraser, but whatever the result of the affiliation referenda, we will 
continue to act in the best interests of this bargaining unit. 

Win Caldwell 
Jean Norris 
Bob McAdie 
Paul Saunders 
Rosemary Allenbach 
Vivian Blackwell 
Joan Wood 
Sandy Whitecross 
Linda Villarreal 
Rhonda Whitwell 
Lynne Taylor 
Yasmin Jamal 
·Norma Marier 
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Alan Clutchey 
Peter S. Bojsa 
Virginia Friend 
Miriam Nelson 
Margaret Murray 
Honoree Newcombe 
Daniel Say 
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Ann Sullivan 
Judy Jackson 
Hester Vair 
Ada Ho 
Emily Sheldon 
T. James Ross 
Ingrid Woldenga 
M. Indic 
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L.A. Robertson 
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Hilary Anderson 
Lin Lawrence 
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Barbara Leighs 
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Nancy Stothers 
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